Chasing my Y-DNA part 35

A plate showing imagery of subatomic particles after bombardment
Quantum physicists after bombardment of an atom in a kaleidoscope, try to figure
out the nature of the particles. One has a charming “flavor”.
It has been basically accepted that the Elwald/Ellot/Elliot/Elliott are from the
United Kingdom or Ireland. It is has been accepted that life did not originate in
this region, so they came to it from elsewhere.
The following is not subatomic but a scatter diagram for my Y-DNA.

The above given to me is a scatter diagram, at a given time ca 2000,
where the Y-DNA matches are made. Basically of R1b1a2a1a1a
which is a common subclade of R1b, which is common to land
surrounding the North Sea. It shows a high likelihood of German
hits.
Historians and others without a mathematical spacial basis likely
will not accept the concepts which I am putting forth. The level of
analytical understanding is not likely as high as mine. Some may say
the highly qualified historian is correct and the numbers are
incorrect. A mill builder with spacial conception, brought forth
references (in the manner of on which shares his Y Chromosomes),
still people hung witches, because they followed the science which
show that people were witches. In those days math could build mills
or it could kill witches, and misuse of Y-DNA mathematics can kill
witches.

It has been said to me that photo radar is infallible.
Given the numbers that 56 mph accuracy of +/-1 mph, in a 45 mph posted,
where one needs to be going 11 mph or more of the posted to use photo radar.
Numbers which the train prosecutor of the State of Arizona presented, and
was in their frequently asked questions, an online.
But 56-1accuracy-45=10 which is not more than 11 mph, the case was won
by me. But the above was not changed.
Though in the writings information giving in a mathematical manner is
correct it may seem contrary to normative ideologies. Changes in the photo
radar system which falsely incriminated people were not made. Changes in
the witch trials were not made because great grand father brought forth with
multiple references that the girls accused people as being witches as did out
of sport. Nor it is to my understanding that the location of Braidley, on the

Elliot Clan site though the error was brought to their attention will not be
changed.
To utilized corrective information of the up most accuracy with some errors
(have a bad habit of not dotting the “i”s).
Since doing this as a search for self, and am sharing, will be trying to make
my concepts understandable. Galileo may have been able to mathematically
calculated that the sun was at the center of the solar system, but those in his
day which did not understand his mathematical approach would look upon
his mathematical approach as being incorrect. Like for many people who
utilize a biological/behavior science approach, am first establishing for
oneself, then will try to share it with others, but do not expect to over through
any established norms. Not from Scotland this my in a border reiving sense,
unknowingly happen.

Trying explaining the Y-DNA scatter diagram on MSE.

It is felt that the surname Elwald did not arrive with the Y-DNA. But a grouping of
my given Y-DNA would take on the surname Elwald, which is a Anglo-Saxon,

Christian surname of a St Elwald. The surname is likely taken by being the son of,
an Elwald. It is felt that cousin of the same Y-DNA took on the same surname.
Elwald consistently was the name sometimes Elwalde or Elwold.

Elwold to Ellwood

The first Robert Elwald 1305 is of Rimington.

Looks like the Elwald are in the region of the Angles.
In the Lothian region it is felt that names like, Ralph,
Joeseph, and Nicholas

Besides names John, William, and Robert in 1500
names, Patrick, Lawerence, Gilbert, Nicholas, Henry,
and Ralph.

Where there are regions of Elwaldside, Elwaldlaw, and Elwaldsyde, which in
what would become Scotland (where Elwaldsyde is in Northumberland just
inside the English border). These names had to do with a wooded side or
wooded hill (law).
Name like Joseph son of Elwald may have evolved in the region of
Coldingham 1250. It is felt this was done by boat travel north of Cottingham,
and when the name evolve in the region of Lothian these people began to use
Scandinavian forenames but were cousins, of the ones which used Norman
forenames of Robert, William, John, Thomas and Allen. Norman names are
in used by the Y-DNA group today.

Wake of Liddell and Cottingham;

Wake land of Liddel, was Kirkandrews of Archibald
Douglas, which also own Cavers, and family which
were part of Traitors of Leven which was of this region
also.

It is felt that Elwald which originated in Cottingham,
were of the Wake of Cottingham and Liddel Strength.
When this land became land of Archibald Douglas of
Kirkandrews and Cavers that is when the Elwald
became of Kirkandrews and Cavers. The Douglas land
became of Scotland, and Elwald of the Douglas became
of Scotland.

Area where the Elwald became of Scotland.

The Mote location of Liddell Strength Castle.
The Border Elliots may well have originated in Cumberland before
1400, but the evidence suggests that if this is so then the surname
probably disappeared from the county before 1500 and was later
reintroduced by Scottish Elliots. The key document for supporting
this position is the 1581/2 Muster Roll of Cumberland in the Calendar
of Border Papers. This list is fairly comprehensive for three of
Cumberland's four wards. No names are given for Allerdale Ward, the
district farthest from the border, but the total number of Elliots in
the remainder of the county is certainly less then the number of
contemporary Scottish Elliots and does not appear inconsistent with
the known "resetting" of Scottish rebels within Cumberland throughout
the sixteenth century.
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When my Y-DNA Anglo-Saxon, became part of Scotland because of border
placement of Robert de Bruce giving conquered land to Archibald Douglas, the
land with Elwald on it became part of Scotland, my Y-DNA in the early part of the
fourteenth century became part of the Y-DNA base of Scotland. The surname
Elwald was passed on to people of Scottish Y-DNA, though the border reivers
were traitors of England because the were considered to be from England. That
would be the Graham from Grantham (formally Graham). The Armstrong, and
Kerr (Carr) the border of 1320 split a family which was once considered living on
English land some by borderline placement were on the Scottish side.
The best known Elwald of this region, would be John Elwald educated in France
and Oxford, the rector of St Andrews University ca 1418, Canon of Glasgow,
Shelkirk the rector of Kirkandrews 1423, this with the help of Archibald Douglas
of Bothwell, and also an Archbald Douglas of Kirkandrews.
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